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Abst rac t - - In  a bounded open set ~ C R n, we consider a Dirichlet problem of the type 
-Au=g(x ,u )+h(x ,u )+a(x)+ l ( f (x ,u )+ l (x ,u )+f3(x ) ) ,  in fL  
P 
UlO ~ = O, 
where, in particular, $(x, .), g(x, .) have a subcritical growth, and h(x, .), l(x, .) are noninereasing, 
with a critical growth. It is our aim to show that, for explicitly determined qJ : W01'2(~) ~ R, and 
:] r*, +oo [--* [0,+oo[, with r* = infw~,2(~) ~, for each r > r* and each # > ~(r), the above 
problem has at least one weak solution that lies in ~-  1 (] _ oo, r[). A major novelty is just the precise 
determination of ~. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Let  ~t C R n (n  _> 3) be  an  open bounded set,  w i th  smooth  boundary .  The  ob jec t  of th is  paper  
is to  es tab l i sh  the  fo l lowing resul t .  
THEOREM 1. Let a,/3 E L2~/(n+2)(~), and let f ,g ,h , I  : ~ x R ~ R be [olzr Carath~odoo ~
functions satisfying, in ~ x R ,  the following conditions: 
max{If(x,~) I, Ig(x,~)l} < a(1 + I~lq), 
j[o~(g(x,t) +h(x,t))dt <_ a(1 + fl~), 
where  a, q, s a re  three  positive constants, with s < 2 and q < (n + 2) / (n  - 2), FinMly, assume 
that, for each x E ~, both the functions h(x, .) and l(x, .) are  nonincreasing. For  each u E 
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W1'2 (~t), put  
and 
• (u) = - (f(x, ~) + l(x, ~)) d~ + fl(x)u(x) dx 
,~(u)= IVu(x)12dx-2 (g(.,~)+h(~,{))d~+~(z)u(x) &. 
Then, for each r > infwo~,2(n ) • and each # satisfying 
• (u) - inf- 
p > inf (v-~(l-cc,~D),,, 
ue~-l(] - -oo,r[)  r - -  ~I;(u) ' 
where (~ I / - l ( ] -  oo,7'[))w i8 the  closure of ~-1(1_  oo, / ' [ )  in the weak topology of W01'2(f~), the 
problem 
1 
-Au  = g(x,u) + h(x,u) + ce(x) + ~u ( f (x ,u  ) + l(x,u) + fl(x)), 
UlO a = 0 
in fL 
has at least one weak solution that lies in ~I/- l(] - oo, r[).  
As usual, if g) : f~ x R --~ R is a Carath~odory function satisfying, in f~ x R,  a condit ion of the 
type 
I~(x,g)l _< a (1 + I~[(n+2)/(n-2)) , 
a weak solut ion of the problem 
-Au  = ~(x,  u), in f~, 
Ulo~ = 0 
is any u C W01'2(f~) such that  
Vu(x)Vv(x)  dx = ~ ~o(x, u(x))v(x) dx, 
for all v c W~'2(f l) .  
The proof  of Theorem 1 depends on a crit ical point theorem we have recently establ ished in [1]. 
We now recall it for the reader's  convenience. 
THEOREM A. (See [1, Theorem 2.5].) Let X be a reflexive real Banach space, and let q~, • : 
X -+ R be two sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous and GStoaux dittbrentiable fimctionals. 
Assume also that  @ is strongly continuous and satis/~es limll.~.lt_+~ (x )  = +oc.  
Then, for each r > in fx  • and each p satisfying 
¢5(x) - in f .q ,  1- oo~ t - ~]- , I)),,. I* > inf 
~e~ -~(l . . . .  [) r - ~(x )  ' 
• where  (kI/- 1 (] _ oo, 7"-[))w is the closure of  ~I / - 1 (] _ oo, F [) in the weak topology of X, the functional 
q5 + >@ has a critical point that lies in ~-1( ]  _ oo,r[) .  
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We apply Theorem A taking X = reVol'2(f~), with the norm Ilull = 
(f~ ]Vu(x)l  2 dx) 1/2, and ~, @ as defined in the statement  of Theorem 1. Let us show that  these 
functionals satisfy the required conditions. F i rst  of all, by a classical result (see, for instance, 
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[2, p. 248]), they are continuously Ggteaux differentiable and, for each # E R \ {0}, the critical 
points of • + p9  are precisely the weak solutions of the problem 
-Au=g(x ,u )+h(x ,u )+c~(x)++( f (x ,u )+ l (x ,u )+~(x) ) ,  i n fL  
ulon = O. 
Now, observe that, thanks to the Rell ich-Kondrachov Theorem, the functional 
is sequentially weakly continuous. Moreover, since l(x, .) is nondecreasing, the functional u -~ 
- - fa ( f0  u(x) l ( x ,~)d~)dx  is convex, and so it is weakly lower semicontinuous. Consequently. the 
functional • is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous. In a similar way, it is seen that  also qJ 
is so. Next, let us show that ~ is coercive. Indeed, by the Sobolev embedding theorem and the 
Poincard inequality, for suitable positive constants c, c0, we have 
q~(u) = Ilull 2 - 2 (9(x, ~) + h(x, ~)) d~ dx - 2 o~(x)u(x) dx 
_> Ilu[[ 2 - 2a~( lu (x ) [  s + 1)dx - cl[u[[ >_ [lull '2 - c0(llull ~ + l) - cllull 
tbr all u E X. Consequently, limll~ll_~ q~(u) = +co, as claimed. Now, the conclusion follows 
directly from Theorem A. | 
Some remarks on Theorem 1 are now in order. 
I-~EMARK 1. Observe that  the condition 
fo ~(g(x,t) + h(x , t ) )d t  < a(1 + 1~[~) 
can be replaced by 
f ~ g(z,t) <_ a(l + I~lS). dt 
This follows from the above proof taking into account that, by convexity, there is a constant 
c > 0 such that  
tbr all u E W1'2(~'~). 
REMARK 2. When q < 1, for each # > 0, the functional • + #9 is coercive, and so it admits a 
global minimum on W01'2(f~) which is a weak solution of our problem. Nevertheless, even in that 
case, Theorem 1 gives an additional information: the location of a weak solution, expressed by 
the fact that  it lies in 9-1( ]  - oe, r[). Consequently, if for r and p as in the statement one also 
has 
inf (~(u) + #q~(u)) < ue~-l(]-oo,r[) ~ewo~'2(a) inf (~(u) + #~(u)) ,  
the considered Dirichlet problem has at least two distinct weak solutions. 
REMARK 3. Stressing again the information given about the location of a weak solution, observe 
that when infwo~,2(n ) • < 0, if we choose r c] inf~.2(n)  qJ, 0[ and # as in the statement, we get a 
bolution u of the problem such that q2(u) < r < 0. Since 9(0) = 0, we then have u ~ 0. In ether 
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words, Theorem 1 can also be used to obtain the existence of a nontrivial solution in cases where 
zero is a solution. 
REMARK 4. When q > 1, the functional (I) + #~ can be unbounded below for all # > 0. This 
happens, for instance, if there exist c,p > O, with p < q, such that, for all (x,~) E f~ x [0, +oc[, 
one has 
f (x,  ~) >_ c (1 + I~le), 
g(x,~) 2 - c (1  + [~IP), 
and 
h(x, ~) = l(~, ~) = O. 
Among the consequences of Theorem 1, it is worth noticing the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ E L 2~/(~+2) (f~), and let f, g, h : f~ x R ~ R be three Carathdodory functions 
satisfying, in f~ x R, the following conditions: 
tf(x,~)] ~ al~l p + b, 
Ig(x,~)l ~ d(1 + 1~1~), 
o~(g(x,t) + h(x,t))dt < O, 
Ih(x,5)l < d(1 + 151(n+2)/(n-2)), 
where a,b,d > O, and 1 < p,q < (n + 2) / (n -  2). Finally, assume that, for each x c f~, the 
function h(x, .) is nonincreasing. Put 
c= ( sup (fn[u(x)[P+ldx)l/(P+l)) p+I 
\-ewi'~(a)\{o} (f~ IVu(x)12dx) '/2 
If~ ~(x)dxl 
Cl = sup  
ueWd ,=(a)\(oI (f~ IVu(x)12 dx) ~/2, 
and 
C 2 ---- 
Then, for each # satisfying 
the problem 
[f~ Z(x)u(x)dx[ 
sup  
u~w~,'(~)\~0~ (f Iw(~)l ~ gx) lz~ 
ac (be l  ~_ c_2~P-1] 1/p 
">;  -~-~\  ; -1  y j 
1 
-An  = g(x,u) + h(x, u) + ~(f (x ,u )  +/3(x)), 
ulau = 0 
in f~, 
has at least one weak solution uo satisfying 
/.o,x,2,x2 (/ouo.x. ) - O(x ,~)+h(x,~))d~ dx< ac(p -1)  
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PROOF. Let  go, • be def ined as in the s ta tement  of Theorem 1, wi th  a = l = 0. Since .[([(g(:r, t)+ 
h(z , t ) )dt  <_ O, one has 
inf ~(,z) = ~(0)  = 0 
as well as, fox" each r > 0, 
go(u) - inf~q,_,(l_c~,r[)),, ' ~ go(u) - infq,.-~(]_o~,~l) go
inf < inf 
I,~kP I(]--CY, O,T[) r - -  I ' ! J (U)  - -  " t t~ 1(1--,2,0,7"[) r - -  I , I J (u)  
< - infq,-,  (1-c~,Q) ~ < sup./~ ivu(z)l ~ dz<.~_ --g0(u) 
F F 
sup/i, ,w(.<~ d,~<~ ((a/Cp + 1)) J'~ I~(x)l '+* & + b .1'~ I~(z)l dz + fa ~(:~.)~(~,)d:r) < 
< (ac/(p + 1))r (p+1)/2 4- (bCl + c2)r V2 
Now, ~m immediate  ca lcu lat ion  shows that  
inf (ac/(p 4- 1))r  (p+1)/2 + (bCl 4- c2)r 1/2 
r>O T =v 7-~\~, -1  / ] 
,rod that  the in f imum is a t ta ined  at  the point, 
(p + 1)(bcl + c2) ) 2/p 
17 • 
Now, t, he conclus ion follows d i rect ly  f rom Theoren l  1. 
F,~r instance,  fi 'om Theorem 2 one can get propos i t ions  as tbllows. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 'n = 3, let ),1 be the first eigenvalue of the problem 
-A 'u  = Au, in ft, 
Ulo~ = 0 
and set  
\~.v a,=(~)\{o} (L IV,~(,.~)I ~ d-~)1/2 J 
rh,,n, for ~a,.h/3 ~ L2(f~) \ {0} and ~ch ~, s~,tisS'ing 
2AI 
O<a< 
the (unique) weak solution uo of the problem 
-A 'u  = - 'u  5 + 9(z ) ,  
UlO ~ = 0 
in t~, 
,~atisfies the inequality 
1 
~i IVUo(.r)12 dz + ~ / luo(a:)l 6 da 4- ~ I~*o(~)I 4~x 1/211~IIL~ 1 ~/a < \ ) 
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PROOF. Apply Theorem 2 taking p = 3, and 
f(x,~) =a~ 3, 
g(x,~)=--a~ 3, 
h(x ,~)=-(  5. 
To conclude, take into account hat 
C2 ~ m 
IIgIIL ()
A1/2 1 
and that the choice of a gives 
1 (acc~ 1/3 
2>3k.  16 J 
The uniqueness of the weak solution of the considered problem follows from the fact the functional 
U ----+ ~ (~[VU(X)I2-[ - I IU (X) I6 -  ]~(X)U(X))dx 
is coercive and strictly convex, and so it has a unique global minimum, l 
Finally, concerning the comparison of Theorem 1 with other known results, we believe that the 
closest one, in the spirit, is the following. 
THEOREM B. (See [3, Theorem 4].) Let f : f~ x R --~ R be a Carathdodory function satisfying, 
in ~ × R, the condition 
If(x,()l < a(1 + I(Iq), 
wherea>0and0<q< (n+2) / (n -2 ) .  
Then, the following alternative holds: either the problem 
-Au  = f (x ,  u), in f~, 
ulo~ = 0 
has at least one weak solution, or for each r > 0 there is A E]0, 1[ such that the problem 
-Au  = h i (x ,  u), 
Ulo ~ = 0 
in ~, 
has at least one weak solution uo satisfying IIuo[[ = r. 
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